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8-Bit Attack: The Board Game
It took years of war to end the terrifying threat of the 
monster lords. Finally, they were buried deep beneath the 
ground. Years elapsed, and their perturbing birthright was 
forgotten; no one expected a return. Life went on. Folks 
lived their lives, happy to cooperate in the great rhythm of 
life. Elves, dwarfs, goblins, and even humans more or less 
got along together. 

But something was wrong. The otherworld powers that all 
thought banished forever started to cooperate as well. Their 
power grew. Some former heroes turned to the path of evil 
and malevolent forces were on the march. Eventually, we 
realized that the monster lords were back. Hidden beneath, 
above, and beyond our world, in their vast grim realms, they 
remembered everything. Vengeance will be theirs, and the 
kingdom will fall beneath their cursed fists…or tentacles…
or whatever. 

Unless we, the heroes of the land, can stop them. 
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Introduction
8-Bit Attack is a cooperative game where players work to-
gether as a team. Either you share victory together, or you 
are all defeated together. Although 8-Bit Attack is normally 
a 2-5 player game, you can play it solo if you control two 
heroes at the same time, which is not difficult. 

In the core game you face off against a mix of different en-
emies: Lovecraftian outer gods, aliens, myths, and demons. 
Expansions each focus on one of these enemy types. With 
more of these, you can add more fun and variety to your 
assaults.

How to Win
8-Bit Attack is played over five turns. Each turn you face an 
assault, then take your rewards and upgrade your hero. On 
turn five (or earlier, if you’re amazing!), you fight the final 
lord. If you defeat him, you win! Give each other a hand of 
applause, or buy each other a drink, or something equally 
appropriate.  

If you do not defeat the final lord on (or before) turn five, 
you lose, and the final lord conquers the world. He foreclos-
es the mortgages on all your castles, cancels your pen-
sions, and all the heroes spend the rest of their days on the 
streets, eating discarded fast food out of dumpsters. Don’t 
let this happen. 

ZELDA’S TIP: Hi! I’m Zelda. I’m here to help. 
Here’s my first tip: you may not win the first time 
you play 8-Bit Attack. Practice makes perfect, 
though, and soon you’ll be walloping that boss 
like a pro.
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1 tactics die 15 battle dice

80 minion cards  
(Demon, Myth, Cultist, Alien)

20 timer 
tokens

20 energy 
tokens

128 Hit Tokens

20 champion cards

20 hero sheets 
(Alien, Cultist, Demon, Myth)

 Components

10 medals

GIANT BROODLINGINNSMOUTH CULTIST
LARVA OF ACHERON 

Heal one chosen 
friend (not yourself) 

8 HP.

CURE WOUNDS

ELYSE GREENGRASS

TEAM MEND
Heal all friends (not 

yourself) 4 HP.

Gain Taunt plus 5 timer tokens. 
Whenever you would take 
damage, you may discard 

one timer token per damage 
instead of losing that HP.

MALIGN LAUGHING
EARTHQUAKE

MARGOT THE MALIGN

Your       hit all 
enemies.

Add two additional      , 
and any rolled       heal 

all heroes by 1 HP each.

TEAM PLAYER

RAYMOND LEGRASSE

DETECTIVE INSTINCT
Add an additional      , 
and your       strike all 

enemies.

DEBUFF 
If you roll a       ,  
gain an additional      . 
The enemy you attacked 
gets Affliction 1.

DEBUFF 
The enemy you 
attacked is silenced.

DUM DUM BULLETS JAW SHOT

HANNAH HAZARD

ELF

KING IN YELLOW
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1 game turn 
tracker

5 hint cards

40 rune tokens

48 buff and 
debuff cards 
(6 of each)

1 final lord 
assault card

1.  Choose assault; draw enemy 
cards

2. Reset heroes 
	 a.	Refill	HP	and	energy
3.	Assign	heroes	
	 a.		Place	all	enemies	drawn	

in front of heroes
4. Battle sequence
 a. Roll enemy tactics die
	 b.	Heroes	attack
	 c.	Enemies	strike	back
	 d.	Remove	timer	tokens
5.	Battle	end	check
6. Loot!
 a.  Receive medals equal to 

the assault level
7.	Advance	game	turn

GAME SEQUENCE

The victim cannot 
attack or use abilities 
or tactics on its turn. 
It just gets skipped. 

A hero can still use a 
potion, however.

STUN

1 final lord 
standee

15 potion 
tokens

7 assault 
cards

2 Minions

 CTHULHU
 1 CHAMPION PER PLAYER
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How to Set Up a Game
1. Shuffle each of the enemy decks (alien, cultist, de-

mon, myth), plus the champion deck individually and 
place them face down on one side of the table. The 
decks have different back sides, so they are easy to 
tell apart. 

2. Choose a final lord. You can do this either randomly 
or by consulting with each other and decide to use 
a final lord that you like, or one you haven’t seen 
before. Place it by the other assault decks—you’ll be 
visiting him before the game is through!

3. Place the final lord’s standee on Turn 1 of the game 
turn track. He’ll be marching down the track, hoping 
to ruin your days. When he’s on Turn 5, you fight him. 

4. Each player picks a hero. Again, you can do this ran-
domly by shuffling the pile of hero cards and drawing 
one, or simply choose a favorite. The game’s owner 
must resolve any disputes in this case (with great 
power comes great responsibility). Place your hero’s 
hero sheet in front of you. Place its ascended side 
(the side without the locks) face down—you’ll flip it 
face up when your hero ascends by spending 2 med-
als.

5. Each player should collect a number of hit point 
tokens equal to their hero’s HP value. Place these on 
your hero’s sheet as you take damage.

6. Take a health potion card and put it next to your hero 
sheet. For a bigger challenge, start without a health 
potion.

7. Each player needs at least 2 battle dice. Of course, 
you can share, but our experience is that most people 
want their own. 
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 CTHULHU
 1 CHAMPION PER PLAYER

TEAM BUFF 
You gain 2 extra        
and the team gains 
Empower.

Apply your attack to 
all enemies.

KRAV MAGA TRAINING 100 FISTS

TARANG

BUFF – Taunt with 5 timer 
tokens. When you would 

take damage, you may 
instead discard a timer 

token per damage to negate 
that damage.

CAT’S FRIEND

RANDOLPH CARTER

GHOUL’S FRIEND
TEAM DEBUFF – Apply your      

. to all enemies, and 
silence your main target. 

If you rolled a      , then 
silence all enemies.

1 2

4

6

5 7

3
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Game Elements
Abilities – Every hero has cool abilities, printed on his or 
her sheet. Heroes start with two and gain one more when 
they ascend. These cost energy to use. 

Allies – Allies are enemies from the alien, cultist, demon, or 
mythic deck, but from a deck that the assault’s boss DOESN’T 
belong to. If you only own (or only want to use) one of the 
enemy decks, then your allies will be drawn from the same 
deck as the minions. This is no big deal. 

Ascend/Ascension – Your hero can rise to greater heights, 
gaining even more amazing power. This costs 2 medals, and 
lets you flip his card over to the ascended side. You keep 
your runes though, so replace them on the flipped card. 

Assault cards – The individual enemy onslaughts you must 
defeat to earn rewards and work your way to the final lord. 
They come in seven different levels of difficulty (with lev-
el 1 being the easiest). Each assault tells you the hit points 
of the champion you choose as boss and which minions are 
helping that champion. 

Boss – The “boss” of an assault is a champion, selected for 
that purpose. Each assault has one boss, plus other minions, 
which are described on the assault card. 

Champion cards – Some enemies are extra powerful and 
are called champions. The champion decks are where you 
draw your boss from. Champions also belong to one of the 
four categories (Aliens, Cultists, Demons, Myths), and this is 
stated on their card. However, their membership in a cate-
gory only matters when they are the boss of an assault. 

Enemies – The lords don’t work alone—each has goons 
assisting them. These are drawn randomly as cards from the 
enemy decks. They are subdivided into Alien, Cultist, Demon, 
Myth, and champion decks. In addition, they can be further 
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categorized as minions and allies, depending on the boss of 
the chosen assault. 

Dice – The game includes two types of dice—battle dice and 
the enemy tactics die. The tactics die is rolled each turn to 
determine which tactic the enemy applies. The battle dice 
are rolled by heroes to inflict harm on their enemies. 

Fast defense – This represents heavy armor, thick 
skin, or other resistance to injury. This character 
may not be able to dish it out, but he sure can take 
it.

Fast hit – This represents a quick jab or swing that’s 
hard to avoid. But because of the speed of the at-
tack, it is necessarily a weaker strike, and may not 
be able to get past armor plate (i.e. fast defense).  

Final lord cards – The ultimate bad guy who opposes every-
thing you hold dear. Each game can have a different final 
lord (at least until you have defeated all of them and want 
to start over). You can choose randomly or just pick one you 
think would be fun. 

Game turn track – Keeps track of how many turns the game 
has left. If you don’t beat the final lord by the end of turn 
five, you lose. This means your battle vs. the boss is almost 
always turn 5, though if you’re feeling really tough you 
could fight him earlier. If on turn 5 you’re not ready to fight 
the boss, toss in the towel. You’ve lost. 

Health and/or hit points – The vitality of a hero or an ene-
my. When reduced to zero, that enemy is eliminated from the 
fight, though a hero can return with a Revive potion. 

Hero sheets – This has all the information you need to keep 
track of your hero’s abilities, advancement, and energy to-
kens. You’ll physically place runes, potions, and rewards on 
top of the sheet, or at least nearby it. 
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Medals – The world has reached a highly advanced econom-
ic state in which no one ever actually spends their wealth. 
Instead of gold, people just accumulate medals to show their 
fortitude. Spend medals to upgrade your hero.  It costs 1 for 
3 potions, 1 for a rune, and 2 to ascend a hero. 

Minions – Minions are enemies from the alien, cultist, de-
mon, or mythic decks—basically whichever deck the as-
sault’s boss belongs to. 

Potions – Magical one-use drinks (on cards) that give you 
awesome…stuff. Buy ’em. Use ’em. A single medal earns 3 
of them, one of each type (heal, energy, revive). You can 
only carry 1 potion of each type, but if you buy potions, you 
can give excess ones to another player before the fighting 
starts. 

Runes – Little cardboard tiles that are placed right on your 
hero’s card and add permanent stat bonuses to your hero. 
They’re cool. Try to get them. They cost 1 medal each. 

Slow defense – This represents a target who is 
agile and difficult to hit. Perhaps it is good at dodg-
ing. 

Slow hit – This represents a slow, but powerful 
attack. It might have a long wind-up time, or you 
might have to telegraph where you’re aiming. If the 
enemy can dance out of the way, you’ll miss, which 
is what slow defense represents. 

Tactics – Special powers for the monsters, printed on their 
cards. These don’t require energy, just the correct roll on 
the tactics die. 
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How to Play
8-Bit Attack has a clear sequence of play on each turn. 

1. Choose assault; draw enemy cards
2. Reset heroes 
3. Assign heroes 
4. Battle sequence

a. Roll enemy tactics die
b. Heroes attack
c. Enemies strike back
d. Remove timer tokens

5. Battle end check
6. Loot!
7. Advance game turn

These steps are described below in more detail. 

STEP ONE – CHOOSE ASSAULT
There are 7 assault cards, one per level. Plus, of course, the 
final boss card, which works a little like an assault. During 
the Choose Assault step, the players discuss what level 
of difficulty they wish to face. The assaults each give your 
team 1 medal per level. Thus, beating a level 1 assault just 
nets your team one single medal. But beating a level 7 means 
your team can divvy up 7 medals amongst you.

Of course, you can choose any assault level; the level you 
should choose depends on the number of players (more he-
roes can handle a tougher assault), and on your own experi-
ence (veteran players can take on challenges). If you have 
2-3 players, we recommend starting with a level 1 assault. 
With 4-5 players, start with Level 2-3. Then, depending on 
how tough you felt that battle was, you can choose your 
next assault. Remember two things. First, you will be tough-
er next assault, because you will have used the medal(s) 

ZELDA’S TIP: Don’t 
panic. I know it 
looks like a lot of 
steps, but really, 
they are lightning 
quick and simple to 
work through.
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earned to boost your heroes. Second, you’ll face four as-
saults before the final lord. You need at least 5 medals per 
hero to reach your full capacity of 3 runes and an ascen-
sion, plus probably 1 or 2 medals more for potions along the 
way. So let that also guide you. 

When you choose an assault level, take and set up that as-
sault’s card. This is done in three stages: 

1. Draw a random champion 
card. This champion card 
now becomes the boss 
for the current assault. 
Place the assault card 
so it covers the boss’s hit 
point score—the assault 
card now becomes that 
boss’s actual hit points, 
since he is now a mighty 
boss instead of an anony-
mous champion. For some 
assaults, this might ac-
tually be lower than the 
champion’s original hit points. Too bad for him. 

2. Next, draw the enemies listed on the card
a. A minion is an enemy from the same category as the 

assault’s boss. You can tell a champion’s category 
by the matching borders and frames as minions of 
the same category. For example, in a level 1 assault 
led by a Venge boss, you would draw 2 cards from 
the alien deck to serve as the opponents on this 
assault, because the Venge  bears the alien border 
and frame.

b. An ally is an enemy from a DIFFERENT category than 
the boss. For example, in a level 2 assault  with 
a Venge as boss (with 2 minions and 1 ally), you 

KING IN YELLOW

Figure 1. Here is the King in 
Yellow champion being used 
as the boss of a level 1 assault 
card, set up for the players. His 
hit points are 15 as the boss of 
this assault.  

2 Minions
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would draw 2 cards from the alien deck as minions, 
then draw 1 card from any other deck (cultist, de-
mon, myth) to serve as the ally. 

c. A champion is, of course, a card drawn from the 
champions deck. For example, in a level 6 assault 
against a Venge boss, he’d have 5 minions and 2 
champions. So in this case you would draw 5 cards 
from the alien deck as minions, then 2 cards from 
the champion deck. In this case, unlike the boss, 
all champion helpers have their normal hit points. 

Final Lord
To face the final lord, instead 
of choosing an assault you can 
choose to fight the Final Lord! 
The final lord acts as his own 
boss—you don’t need to draw 
another “boss.” However, you 
do need to draw one champi-
on per player to accompany 
the final lord (this is stated on 
the card). 

The final lord always has 25 
hit points PER PLAYER! So in 
a four-player game, the final boss has 100 hit points. In a 
two-player game, he only has 50.

STEP TWO – RESET HEROES
Each hero removes all hit tokens and takes exactly 4 energy 
tokens (even if they ended the last assault with 5 or more 
energy). Remember that if a hero has a Life Rune, it is 
included in the health total. 

Also, any buffs or debuffs a hero has left from the previous 
assault are discarded. Heroes start with a clean slate. 

ZELDA’S TIP: If you have 2-3 
players or you are new to 
the game, choose a level 1 
assault for your first chal-
lenge. Depending on how 
easily you defeated that 
assault, move up 1-3 levels 
for your next assault, and 
keep doing so until you’re 
ready for the final lord.
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STEP THREE – ASSIGN HEROES
Each hero takes an enemy and places it in front of their hero 
sheet. For example, in a level 1 Assault, your team faces the 
boss plus 2 minions. That’s three enemies. You’ll face three 
possibilities: 

1. If the number of heroes exactly equals the number of 
enemies, just have each player pick a foe, and you’re 
done! 

2. If you have more heroes than en-
emies, some heroes won’t need to 
face a foe. They still fight but aren’t 
targeted directly (some enemies can 
still hit them). 

3. If you have more enemies than he-
roes, take the excess enemies and 
divvy them up among the heroes as 
you please. No hero can take 
a second enemy until every 
hero has at least one ene-
my, no hero can take a third 
enemy until every hero has 
at least two enemies, and so 
forth. To indicate a hero is 
facing extra enemies, place 
the additional enemies in file 
above its hero sheet. 

This is an important step in your strategy, because your hero 
is going to be attacked by the enemies assigned to them. 

Figure 2. This hero is facing 
two enemies.

TEAM BUFF 
You gain 2 extra        
and the team gains 
Empower.

Apply your attack to 
all enemies.

KRAV MAGA TRAINING 100 FISTS

TARANG

EARLY SKITH

FUNGI DRONE

ZELDA’S TIP: Don’t bite off more than you can 
chew by generously taking on the scariest 
enemies unasked. I never do.
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STEP FOUR – BATTLE SEQUENCE
Most of the game takes place during the battle sequence. 
This is when heroes strike—and are struck by—their enemies 
and is the heart and core of the game. 

BASICS
The fundamental principle of battle is that heroes can attack 
any enemy, regardless of who they are assigned to. But en-
emies must each attack the hero assigned to them, though 
some enemies may have an effect that can target another 
hero or heroes as well. 

Battle Sequence Step 1: Reassign Enemies
You’ll only have to do this if, in a previous battle sequence, 
a hero was KO’d. In this case, if any enemies no longer have 
a target, you need to re-assign these enemies to one or more 
of the remaining heroes. In doing this, you may not remove 
a current enemy from its hero—you can only assign new 
enemies to a hero. You don’t need to keep the enemies “bal-
anced” in this case. 

Example: Hannah, Tarang, and Aurora are facing 4 minions. 
During the original Assign Heroes step, the players decided 
that Aurora would face two enemies, while Hannah & Ta-
rang each take on a single foe. Tragically, Aurora is KO’d. In 
the next Reassign Enemies step, her two enemies need new 
targets—the players decide to place both minions against 
Hannah, who now faces three enemies (her original, plus 
Aurora’s two newly-orphaned foes), while Tarang still only 
faces one. 
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Battle Sequence Step 2: 
Roll the Tactics Die
The enemy tactics die has 
three different faces—the 
orange, purple, and green 
hourglass. Roll the die and 
leave it on or near the assault 
card where everyone can 
easily see it—this die deter-
mines which tactic an enemy 
is going to use this round. You 
can often use this information 
to your advantage in battle 
against them.

Battle Sequence Step 3: Heroes Attack
The Heroes Attack step takes place in three parts: 

A. Heroes roll their dice 

B. Heroes activate abilities & potions

C. Heroes apply damage

A. Heroes Roll Their Dice

Each hero rolls their battle dice. The battle dice have four 
possible results: 

Critical – Inflict 2 damage on the target, ignoring all 
armor. 

Slow hit – Inflict 1 damage on the target. The target 
subtracts its total slow defense from all slow hits 
rolled against it. Multiple slow hits can be combined 
against the same target. 

Example: The Troll minion has 1 slow defense. The heroes 

ZELDA’S TIP: The reason 
that the tactics die is rolled 
before the heroes attack is 
so you can plan ahead. If the 
tactics die shows a purple 
hourglass, then you know 
that the minion is going to do 
her associated attack—say, 
a Cripple—this round. If you 
can kill her before she at-
tacks, you can avoid this.
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need at least 2 slow hit results to deal 1 damage. If they 
have 3 slow hit results, Troll will take 2 damage, and so 

forth. 

Fast hit – Inflict 1 damage on the target. The target 
subtracts its total fast defense from the fast hits 
rolled against it. Multiple fast hits can be combined 

against the same target. 

Example: The Gryllus of Phlegethon has 2 fast defense. 
The heroes can’t deal damage with fast hits unless they 
score at least 3, in which case this Gryllus will still only 
take 1 damage. It’s better to apply critical or slow hits 

against such a foe. 

Energy – Gain 1 energy token. 

B. Heroes Activate Abilities & Potions

After rolling dice, heroes decide if they wish to spend en-
ergy to activate abilities. Heroes can use an energy token 
they just gained in an attack roll to spend on an ability, 
even if it is used to reroll that same attack (and if they score 
an energy in the reroll, they can keep it, too).  

Heroes can also use potions at this time (See the Potions 
section on pg. 22 for details). Remember that heroes revived 
by a potion still get to roll their battle dice. Activating abili-
ties happens simultaneously with the battle die roll, so don’t 
worry about the sequence here.  Always decide conflicts in 
favor of the heroes, within the spirit of the rules. 

C. Heroes Apply Damage

The heroes now divide their attacks among the enemies. 
Each hero’s attack must be fully applied to a single enemy—
it cannot be split between enemies. (Abilities and traits may 
affect this.) 
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This is also when enemy buffs, debuffs, and defenses come 
into consideration.

Example: The Un-Man has 1 slow defense. The Star Vampire 
has no defenses. Hero Tarang rolls a critical hit and a slow 
hit on his two battle dice, and must now decide if he wants 
to apply his attack to the Un-Man—in which case the target 
will suffer just 2 damage—both from the critical, because 
the slow hit is stopped by its defense. He could instead aim 
at the Star Vampire and inflict 3 total damage—both the criti-
cal and the slow. What he can’t do is apply the critical hit to 
the Un-Man and the slow hit to the Star Vampire. It’s got to be 
all or nothing. 

When an enemy is injured, place hit markers on its card. 
When that enemy has accumulated total hit markers equal to 
its hit points, it immediately dies. 

Enemy “If Attacked” Traits Trigger – Many ene-
mies have a trait that is triggered when they are 
attacked. Apply these now.

Example: The Slumbering Cultist has an “If Attacked” trait 
that inflicts 2 fast hits on each attacker.

Remove Dead Enemies – Discard the cards of any enemies 
who are killed. If all enemies are dead, the assault is over. 
In that case, just move on to step seven – Battle End Check. 
But if any enemies are still alive, go to step four – Enemies 
Strike Back

Battle Sequence Step 4: Enemies Strike Back
The Enemies Strike Back step takes place in three parts: 

A. Enemy Attacks & Tactics Trigger

B. Remove Timer Tokens

C. Remove KO’d Heroes
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A. Enemy Attacks & Tactics Trigger

Pick one enemy, and go down its card line by line, applying 
each line as they come.  When you are done, go to the next 
enemy. Keep it up until you have gone through all the ene-
mies. 

Most enemies have one or more attacks printed on their card. 
These are normally applied to the hero assigned to them. 
Some enemies have special triggered attacks or effects that 
may cause other effects.

Example: The Deep One applies 3 fast hits to ANY hero cho-
sen by the players (i.e. it doesn’t have to target the guy it is 
facing.) 

Enemy tactics are listed on their cards, right after their at-
tacks. These only trigger if the correct result on the tactics 
die is visible.

Example: The Fungi From 
Yuggoth has three differ-
ent items on its card. First 
is its normal attack—three 
fast hits, so the Fungi aims 
at its assigned hero with 
this every round. Next, it 
has two different tactics—
an orange and a purple. The tactic it uses depends on what 
result shows on the tactics die. If the die shows orange, 
then the Fungi hits its hero with a Fear debuff. If the die 
shows purple, then the Fungi hits any hero (chosen by the 
players) with 2 fast hits. If the die shows green, the Fungi 
doesn’t use any tactics at all. 

Go through every single enemy, inflicting damage, applying 
tactics, and so forth, until you are done. It’s usually easier 
to keep track if you start at the right-most enemy and move 
through them right to left.

FUNGI FROM YUGGOTH
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For each damage point inflicted on a 
hero by an enemy, place a hit token on 
the hero’s sheet. Remember to include 
any Life Runes in his total. If a hero is 
affected by an enemy tactic such as 
fear or cripple, they must place the 
appropriate debuff card near their 
sheet, with 2 timer tokens on it. They 
can discard the debuff card after the 
last timer token is removed. 

Remember that heroes may have traits, armor, buffs, and 
debuffs, all of which can affect the enemy damage inflicted. 

B. Remove KO’d Heroes

Any hero whose damage equals or exceeds his health is KO’d 
and can no longer participate in the fight (unless a revive 
potion is used on that hero during the Heroes Activate Abil-
ities & Potions step). Heroes can be revived even if they’ve 
been KO’d for several turns in a row. 

C. Remove Timer Tokens

All heroes and enemies with a buff or debuff card remove 
one timer token from each such card during this step. If all 
timer tokens are removed from a card, the effect ends and 
the card is removed. 

STEP FIVE – BATTLE END CHECK
If at least one hero and at least one enemy are still in the 
fight, keep battling—return to the start of step four (Battle 
Sequence), roll the tactics die, and so forth. 

If all heroes are dead, the fight is lost. Go directly to step 
seven – Advance Game Turn. The fight has become more 
critical. 

ZELDA’S TIP: Remem-
ber the tactics die 
is the same for all 
enemies. You can 
ignore all tactics 
that weren’t rolled 
this turn.
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If all enemies are dead, including the assault’s boss, the 
fight is won! It’s time to gather your medals!

STEP SIX – LOOT!
The heroes gain 1 medal per assault level. 

For example: If you have just beaten a level 5 
assault, the team gets 5 medals. Players must 
decide who gets what. In a two-player game, you 
might divide 5 tokens as 3 for one player, 2 for 
the other. Or give all five to one player—it’s up to 
your own haggling to figure how to do it.  

See the Loot & Upgrading Your Hero section (pg. 26) for 
details on this process. 

STEP SEVEN – ADVANCE GAME TURN
After all heroes have applied their loot, advance the epic 
boss figure one step on the game turn track.

LOSING THE GAME
If the epic boss was on turn 5 at the start of this turn, he has 
nowhere to advance during this step. In this case, you lose 
the game, and the kingdom is conquered. Time to drown your 
sorrows in a big bowl of ice cream. We’re not here to judge.

ZELDA’S TIP: If you lose one assault, don’t give up. 
You still have a good chance to succeed. If you 
lose two assaults, you might still be able to win, 
but it’s not as likely. If you lose three assaults, 
only a miracle will save you.
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Potions 
A potion is a token which you can use only on your turn. 
You can only carry one of each type of potion—one health, 
one energy, and one revive. You can use only one potion 
per turn. If you use a potion on yourself, then you can also 
attack and use abilities. If you use the potion on another 
hero, then you must give up your attack and any abilities 
for that round of combat. 

Three types of potions exist: 

Health potion – Immediate-
ly gives the target 6 health 
(up to its maximum health). 

Energy potion – Immediate-
ly gives the target 4 energy. 

Revive potion – This can only be used on a KO’d hero. It 
restores all of the hero’s health, gives 4 energy, and brings 
the hero back to fighting shape; the newly revived hero can 
immediately engage in battle the same round you revived 
him. This is the only potion you can use if you yourself are 
KO’d, and you must use it on yourself in that case. If you are 
not KO’d, you can use a revive potion on another hero. As 
with other potions, you’d have to 
give up your attack and any ability 
to play it on someone else, since 
you’re not using the potion on your-
self. 

When you buy potions, divide them 
up among the heroes such that no 
hero has more than 1 of each type 
of potion. If you can’t do this, you 
lose any excess potions. (So don’t 
do this.)

Health 
Potion

Energy 
Potion

Revive 
Potion

ZELDA’S TIP: Remem-
ber, at the start of 
each boss fight, your 
energy goes back to 
4, so don’t waste en-
ergy potions by using 
them at the end of a 
fight.
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Buffs and Debuffs
Some abilities and tactics inflict an ongo-
ing effect on the target. These are “buffs” 
if the effect is beneficial and “debuffs” if 
harmful, but they work similarly. 

Take the appropriate card (buff or 
debuff) and place it next to the af-
fected character. Place two timer to-
kens on the card. During the Remove 
Timer Tokens substep, discard a timer 
token from each card. When the sec-
ond timer is removed, also take away 
the card—its duration is finished. If 
a character gains another copy of a 
buff or debuff, do not add another card; 
instead, just add extra timers to the ex-
isting card. 

Example: On the first turn of a fight, 
Moose uses Bestial Roar, which places an 
empower card, plus two timer tokens, on 
all heroes. On the next Remove Timer 
Tokens substep (after enemies attack), every hero removes 
one timer token, leaving them with one token apiece. The 
next turn, Naomi uses her Rebel Yell trait. Normally this 
would give her an Empower, but since she already has one, 
she just adds 2 timer tokens to her empower. On the follow-
ing Remove Timer Tokens substep, all the other heroes lose 
their last timer token and their empowers end, but Naomi 
still has two timer tokens left on her card, thanks to Rebel 
Yell.  

The target gets one 
extra fast hit added 
to any other damage 

inflicted.

EMPOWER

The victim takes an 
extra damage per 

enemy (or hero) that 
attacks it. 

FEAR
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Hero Abilities 
Abilities are printed on the hero sheet. Each hero starts with 
two abilities and gains a third when they ascend. 

While abilities are theoretically always available, you can 
only activate them by spending the correct amount of en-
ergy (this is marked on the card). If you can’t (or don’t want 
to) spend the energy to activate an ability, it does nothing. 

TEAM BUFF 
You gain 2 extra        
and the team gains 
Empower.

Apply your attack, then roll your dice 
again and apply it to the same enemy as 
before.

Apply your attack to 
all enemies.

KRAV MAGA TRAINING

BOOT TO THE HEAD

100 FISTS

TARANG

You ignore
PERFECT SWING

TEAM BUFF 
You gain 2 extra        
and the team gains 
Empower.

Apply your attack to 
all enemies.

KRAV MAGA TRAINING 100 FISTS

TARANG

1

2

3

4

5 5

5

6 6

6

7

7

7

8

91. Hero Portrait
2. Hero Name
3. Max Hit Points
4.  Attack Dice 

Rolled
5.  Skill Energy 

Cost

6.  Skill Name and 
Abilty

7.  Rune Upgrade 
Slots

8. Trait
9.  Un-Ascended 

Side
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WHEN DO ABILITIES TAKE PLACE? 
Abilities are activated after the hero attacks but can then 
retroactively affect that attack. They must be applied be-
fore battle damage is dealt to the enemies. 

Example: John Dark’s Wall of Fire ability lets him apply his 
damage to all enemies in play. Plus, if your attack included 
at least one critical hit, all those enemies gain an Affliction 
1 (with 2 timer tokens apiece). Sweet!

Some abilities do not affect your attack; in this case, you 
also get to attack. 

Example: Doc Hunter’s Cauterize ability lets him heal a 
single target on his team by 4 HP. This could be himself. In 
addition, it heals the player with the lowest health by 4 HP, 
which might be the same player. This doesn’t interfere with 
his attack. 

Traits (Ascended Heroes Only)
A trait is an automatic bonus that the hero always benefits 
from. By default, it is assumed to be active, though a player 
can choose not to apply a trait he is qualified for. 

Example: When Cindrew is ascended, she gains the Choking 
Provoke trait. Any enemies assigned to her transform their 
critical hits into fast hits for that turn, which is obviously 
better for her or anyone targeted by that particular enemy. 
Of course, an enemy that doesn’t inflict critical hits won’t 
be affected. 

Enemy Tactics  
Many (not all) enemies have tactics. These work a lot like 
abilities. However, tactics do not cost energy, and the en-
emy only uses them if the tactics die is the matching result. 
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An enemy can keep using a 
particular tactic again and 
again, so long as the tactics 
die keeps rolling the neces-
sary result.

Example: If the tactics die 
shows the orange hourglass, 
then the Besotted Venge inflicts two extra fast attacks on 
the hero assigned to him. Ouch!

Enemy Traits
Enemies can have traits as 
well. Traits are always in ef-
fect, and don’t depend on the 
vagaries of the tactics die.

Example: The Wyvern is im-
mune to all debuff effects. This 
trait is always active. 

Loot & Upgrading Your Hero
You can spend your medals on three different possible 
rewards: potions, runes, and ascending your hero. You 
don’t have to spend your medals all at once, but can save 
them to combine with those from a later assault. 

POTIONS
Spend 1 medal to gain three potion cards, one of each type; 
a Health, an Energy, and a Revive. These don’t all have to be 
given to the same player. And in fact they can’t be, if that 
would lead to someone having more than 1 of a given potion. 
You can only carry 1 of each type. 

WYVERN

BESOTTED VENGE
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RUNES
All heroes have three open slots for Runes. 

For example: Randolph Carter has open slots for a Life 
Rune, a Precision Rune, and an Armor Rune. Elyse Greengrass 
has open slots for two Life Runes, and a Precision Rune.

Each rune costs 1 medal. Simply pay up and choose the 
rune of your choice. There are 7 different runes: 

Life – Adds 5 health. Remember to include this in 
your total when taking hits.

 

Dodge – Adds 2 slow defense. 

Aegis – Adds 1 slow defense and 1 fast defense. 

Armor – Adds 2 fast defense

Heal one chosen 
friend (not yourself) 

8 HP.

CURE WOUNDS

ELYSE GREENGRASS

TEAM MEND
Heal all friends (not 

yourself) 4 HP.
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Precision – Gives you rerolls on 2 dice when you at-
tack. You can use this to reroll 2 dice at once, or 1 die 
at a time (up to 2). You must accept a reroll, even if it 

is worse than the original result. 

Enhancement – Add +1 damage to all of 
your critical hits.

Power – Add +1 slow hit to your battle total. Even  
if you roll no slow hits on your dice, this still gives 
you 1. 

Speed – Add +1 fast hit to your battle total. Even if 
you roll no fast hits on your dice, this still gives you 1.

Vampiric – Adds 1 fast hit and regain 1 health 
when you attack.

MEDALS: USED FOR ASCENSION
Spend 2 medals to ascend your hero. This gives you an extra 
attack die, a new ability, and a trait! Flip your sheet over 
when you ascend. Remember to keep your runes (and trans-
fer them to the other side of your sheet) 

ZELDA’S TIP: Your hero sheet says which runes 
you can take—but you can take them in any order. 
Some people like to take a Life Rune first to be 
more durable, but killing the enemy faster also 
makes you “durable.”

Heal one chosen 
friend (not yourself) 

8 HP.

CURE WOUNDS

ELYSE GREENGRASS

TEAM MEND
Heal all friends (not 

yourself) 4 HP.
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The Big List of All Symbols and Effects

COMBAT EFFECTS
Fast defense – Decrease the total damage inflicted 
by fast hits by 1 per icon. This is subtracted from the 
total fast hits inflicted on the target—not per attack-
er.

Fast hit – Inflict 1 damage per fast hit, subtracting 
any fast defense.

Slow defense – Decrease the total damage inflicted 
by slow hits by 1 per icon. This is subtracted from 
the total slow hits inflicted on the target—not per 
attacker. 

Example: Hannah Hazard has her Dodge Rune, which adds 2 
slow defense. One enemy hits her with 1 slow hit, and anoth-
er with 2 slow hits. This is a total of three slow hits, so she 
takes 1 damage. 

Slow hit – Inflict 1 damage per slow hit, subtracting 
any slow defense. 

Critical hit – Inflict 2 damage per critical hit. Fast 
and slow defenses do nothing to block a critical 
hit. The Enhancement Rune can increase the damage 
your critical hits inflict. 

All Targets – Hits all heroes (or all enemies). The 
effect is equal, but the results might not be. 

Example: On a red timing hourglass, the Librarian enemy 
hits all heroes with four slow hits. Heroes with slow de-
fense will take less damage from this. It’s still pretty awful 
though.
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Ongoing – This effect occurs every time this enemy 
(or hero) takes a turn.

Enemy “If Attacked” Traits Trigger – Many ene-
mies have a trait that is triggered when they are 
attacked. Apply these now.

Single Target – The players must decide which tar-
get is hit by the enemy. Some affect other enemies, 
some affect the heroes—bad effects always target 

the opposite side, and good effects the same side. So an 
enemy with a heal effect would only heal other enemies. If 
there is more than one Single Target icon, then the effect 
happens that many times. The players could decide that the 
same hero gets hit multiple times. If the Single Target targets 
an enemy (for instance if it’s a buff or heal), then the heroes 
can pick which enemy gets the advantage. However, they 
must choose an enemy which can benefit from the effect if 
at all possible. You can’t choose to heal an uninjured ene-
my, for instance. 

Purge – Removes an effect based upon who it is 
affecting. It can target either friends or enemies. If a 
hero uses this ability he can remove all timer tokens 

from a friend’s debuff, or he can remove all timer tokens 
from an enemy’s buff. If an enemy has a purge effect he must 
remove a hero buff if possible. If no heroes have a buff, he 
can instead use the purge to remove a debuff from his allies. 
Purge happens before any damage is applied if it is part 
of an attack.

Draw 1 Ally – Draw a card from a minion deck and 
assign it to a hero. If possible, choose a category 
different from this card. I.e., if an Alien is drawing 1 

ally, pull a Myth, Demon, or Cultist card. 
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Draw 1 Alien – Draw a card from the Alien minion 
deck and assign it to a hero. 

Draw 1 Myth – Draw a card from the Myth minion deck 
and assign it to a hero.

Draw 1 Demon – Draw a card from the Demon minion 
deck and assign it to a hero.

Draw 1 Cultist – Draw a card from the Cultist minion 
deck and assign it to a hero.

Heal – The target gains 1-4 HP based on the number 
on the icon, but cannot restore health beyond its 
maximum value. There are three subtypes of heal, 
depending on the target: 

•  Heal Self – An enemy who does a heal, but has no 
target depicted, always heals himself.

•  Heal Single Target – A hero can pick his own tar-
get. If an enemy heals a target, then it is always 
another enemy (or itself). The heroes can pick who 
the enemy heals, but they must pick a damaged 
enemy who can accept the maximum heal offered, 
if possible.

• Heal All Targets – All heroes, or all enemies, are healed. 

BUFFS 
Empower – The target gets one extra fast hit added 
to any other damage inflicted.

Example: Tarang rolls 2 battle dice while empow-
ered and scores a critical hit plus an energy. He inflicts 2 
damage for the critical, plus a fast hit on his target. 
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Taunt – The precise effects depend on whether a 
hero or an enemy is taunting. 

•  Hero – Rearrange the enemy cards however you 
want. There is no purpose in taunting more than 
once during a single combat round. 

•  Enemy – Enough damage must be assigned to kill the 
taunting enemy before any heroes can assign their attacks 
to other targets. If more than one enemy is using taunt, the 
heroes can target any taunting enemy.

Ward – The next character’s attack directed at the 
target gets ignored in its entirety. If a hero has the 
ward, pick one enemy who is attacking that hero 

and ignore all damage from that enemy. If an enemy has the 
ward, then one hero targeting that enemy loses the entire 
attack (which must be able to inflict at least one damage). 
Unlike other buffs, once the ward triggers, all timer tokens 
on the ward are immediately discarded as well. Of course, if 
the timer tokens expire, it also expires. The timer tokens are 
only used to let the ward stick around if it isn’t used imme-
diately. 

DEBUFFS
Affliction – When a timer token is removed from 
this card it deals damage equal to the number of the 
affliction value. 

Cripple – For an enemy, all printed critical hits 
become slow hits. For a hero, any rolled critical hits 
become slow hits. 

Fear – The victim takes an extra damage per enemy 
(or hero) that attacks it. 

Example: The hero Mercy Dexter targets the cham-
pion Tulszcha with Fear. Tulszcha has 2 fast defense. Mercy 
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hits Tulszcha with 1 fast hit roll, and her ally Rurik the Rest-
less hits Tulszcha with 1 slow hit and 1 critical. Normally, 
Mercy would score 0 damage vs. Tulszcha, and Rurik would 
score 3 damage. But thanks to Fear, each of them add 1 to 
their total, so Tulszcha takes a total of 5 damage—1 from Mer-
cy, and 4 from Rurik. 

Immune to Debuffs – This hero or enemy is immune 
to debuffs. 

Silenced – The victim cannot use any abilities or 
tactics on its turn. 

Stun – The victim cannot attack or use abilities or 
tactics on its turn. It just gets skipped. A hero can 
still use a potion, however. Stuns only get one timer 

token instead of two. 
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8,000,000,000,000,000 Bit Assets:
Programming: Lincoln Petersen

Pixelization: Kent Hamilton

User Interface: Tony Mastrangeli

8-Bit to Physical Transmogrification: Arthur Petersen

8-Biz: Christine Graham

Word Processing: Benjamin Kocher

Worker Drone: George Botelho

Transference: Christy Crace

Network Support: George Botelho, Nathan Bishop

8-Pit Community Support: Pierre “Pit” Lanrezac

Final Boss: Sandy Petersen

Test Subjects:

Frank Bauroth, Jared Harvey, Lacey Harvey, Aaron Harvey, 
Joseph Harvey, Bryan Hehmann, Guy Hoyle, Chad Jones, Chris 
Lemens, Spencer Petersen, Chad Richard, Paul Slusser, Adam 
Starks

Special Tanks:

Heather Mastrangeli, The McElroys, Cecil Petersen, Griffin Pe-
tersen, Lizzy Petersen, Lysander Petersen, Wendy Petersen, 
Zelda Petersen, and definitely not Arthur
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Also From Petersen Games...

Startropolis is a modular 3D space station game for 2-4 people. Each 
turn, players buy modules and connect them to the existing space 
station. This creates revenue, and allows them to purchase more 
modules. The player with the most credits at game end wins.

A 3D Space Station
Building Game

Basic Habitation Module

The basic habitation module supplies a place to live 
for workers on the station.

Special Rules: Earns revenue for each 
DIFFERENT type of connected module.

COST: 5M
Shaggai Refugee Camp

REVENUE
DIFFERENT CONNECTIONS:

1

1M

2

3M

3

6M

4

9M

Luxury Habitation Module

Habitation for the upper class of Startropolis. Many 
bureaucrats and corporate executives choose to live 
here as opposed to the basic habitation module.

Special Rules: Only one of each module 
type may attach to it.

COST: 7M
The Palatial Gardens

REVENUE
NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS:

1

6M

2

5M

3

4M

4

3M

5

2M

6

1M

Market Center Module

An area for commerce to take place. The Market 
Center Module is composed of both retail shops and 
office spaces.

COST: 7M
Road of Wealth

REVENUE
NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS:

1

2M

2

4M

3

6M

4

8M

Solar Power Module

Special Rules: This module can only be placed 
where the solar panels are not blocked by another 
module’s shadow, and no module can be placed 
that will cast a shadow on the solar panels.

COST: 6M
Good Faith Solar

REVENUE
PER SOLAR MODULE OWNED:

1

3M

2

4M

3

5M

4

6M

5

7M

6

8M

Luxury Habitation Module

Habitation for the upper class of Startropolis. Many 
bureaucrats and corporate executives choose to live 
here as opposed to the basic habitation module.

Special Rules: Only one of each module 
type may attach to it.

COST: 7M
Sapphira

REVENUE
NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS:

1

6M

2

5M

3

4M

4

3M

5

2M

6

1M

Supply Module

This module manufactures and provides supplies to 
the residents of the station.

COST: 5M
Conduits R Us

REVENUE
TYPE AND NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS

1 OR 2
DIFFERENT

2 OF THE 
SAME TYPE

3M 7M

Special Rules: Earns the higher revenue 
amount if it has 2 connections to the same 
type of module.

Hardcore Assets 
Vorck

Supply  
Clearance House

Broodmaster

Symbiotic Partners   
Fungi

Recursion Industries
Skith



Symbol Quick Reference

Ongoing

Draw 1
Ally

All 
Targets 

Heal 1

Affliction 
1

Fast 
Attack 

Draw 1
Alien

Single
Target 

Heal 2

Affliction 
2

Fast 
Defense 

Draw 1
Myth

If 
Attacked 

Heal 3

Affliction 
3

Slow 
Attack 

Draw 1
Demon

Purge

Heal 4

Immune
to 

Debuffs

Slow 
Defense 

Draw 1
Cultist

Empower

Fear

Silence

Critical
Hit 

Ward

Cripple

Taunt

Stun


